Brief Status Report on Information Theory Schools

2015
We had five schools in 2015:

1. NASIT-San Diego (UCSD)
2. European School - Netherlands
3. Indian School
4. East Asian (Croucher Foundation Funded) - Hong Kong
5. South African School - Kruger

With the exception of 4, all were financially sponsored by the society. All were very successful and well attended.

2016
We have five schools in 2016 (All are already approved by the board with financial support from the society):

1. Australian – Monash U. (Melbourne)
2. NASIT- Duke U.
3. European School – Chalmers (Sweden)
4. Indian School

Update on the East Asian School: Sid Jaggi had approached potential organizers from Singapore multiple times. No volunteer stepped up, so there won’t be an EASIT in 2016. Hong Kong will organize again in 2017 again with Croucher Funding.

2017
We have the European school being proposed today. We have the NASIT in the works.